Judea Pearl’s Op-Eds
2002–2019

Chanukah – Our Trust Deed to History
*Jewish Journal*, December 22, 2019

Inspiration and a Rallying Cry for Graduates
*Jewish Journal*, June 26, 2019

Judea Pearl Denounces ‘Zionophobic Thuggery’ in Receiving Algemeiner’s ‘Warrior for Truth’ Award From Sharon Stone
*The Algemeiner*, June 18, 2019

Judea Pearl Renounces ‘Distinguished NYU Alumnus’ Status Over SJP Award
*The Jerusalem Post*, April 22, 2019

Judea Pearl Calls on UCLA to Adopt CSU Position That Zionism Is Important to Jewish Identity
*Jewish Journal*, March 22, 2019

An Open Letter to Nancy Pelosi on Ilhan Omar
*The Algemeiner*, March 15, 2019

November 29 – The Jewish Thanksgiving Day
*The Jerusalem Post*, November 28, 2018
[https://jewishjournal.com/culture/lifestyle/first_person/242727/nov-29-jewish-thanksgiving-day/](https://jewishjournal.com/culture/lifestyle/first_person/242727/nov-29-jewish-thanksgiving-day/)

Judea Pearl Calls on UCLA to Announce Support for Zionist Students
*Jewish Journal*, November 16, 2018

Faculty Corner: Zionophobia – our only fighting word
*Ha’Am*, May 14, 2018
[https://haam.org/2018/05/14/zionophobia-our-only-fighting-word/](https://haam.org/2018/05/14/zionophobia-our-only-fighting-word/)

An Interview with UCLA Professor Judea Pearl
*Ha’Am*, April 26, 2018

BDS and Zionophobic Racism
Chapter 16 in Pessin and Ben-Atar (Eds) *Anti-Zionism on Campus*, April 1, 2018

November 29 – The Jewish Thanksgiving Day
*The Jerusalem Post*, November 27, 2017

The Balfour Declaration at 100 and how it redefined indigenous people
*Jewish Journal*, November 3, 2017
The Basel Congress’ unexpected result, 120 years later
*Jewish Journal*, August 30, 2017

Why Linda Sarsour is a Fake Feminist
*Forward*, June 5, 2017
[https://forward.com/opinion/politics/373847/why-linda-sarsour-is-a-fake-feminist/](https://forward.com/opinion/politics/373847/why-linda-sarsour-is-a-fake-feminist/)

Debating the BDS movement’s immorality
*Jewish Journal*, May 31, 2017

Anti-Zionism is a hateful ideology. It has no place at UC

Chilling debate or chilling hate on UC campuses?
*Jewish Journal*, March 21, 2016

November 29: The Jewish Thanksgiving Day
*Jewish Journal*, November 24, 2015

The UC’s new dilemma: to name or not to name
*Jewish Journal*, November 3, 2015

Letter to the Editor: Opposition to Cornel West’s invitation misrepresented
*Daily Bruin*, May 4, 2015

Why Cornel West was a bad choice for a UCLA event
*Los Angeles Times*, May 4, 2015

An open letter to Cornel West
*Jewish Journal*, April 21, 2015

At UCLA, Zionophobia trumps anti-Semitism
*Jewish Journal*, March 18, 2015

At UCLA, a culture of equating “Israel” with “guilty”
*Haaretz*, March 13, 2015

Confronting Campus Scourge of Anti-Israel Venom
*The Daily Jewish Forward*, October 17, 2014

Should campus racism be discussed?
*Jewish Journal*, October 14, 2014
[http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/134008/](http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/134008/)
‘Klinghoffer’: An Opera and a Protest

Pearl Foundation: The pragmatic fight against evil
*Jewish Journal*, August 27, 2014
http://jewishjournal.com/cover_story/132668/

BDS, Racism and the New McCarthyism
https://lareviewofbooks.org/essay/bds-new-mccarthyism/

If boycott is anti-academic what do we call its leaders?
*The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles*, February 5, 2014

How not to fight an anti-Israel boycott
*The Times of Israel*, January 6, 2014
http://blogs.timesofisrael.com/boycott-israel-not-on-my-campus/

Boycott Israel? Not on my campus
*The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles*, January 3, 2014
http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/125759/

Judea Pearl reflects: A father’s words
*The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles*, May 1, 2013
http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/116287/

How Ed Koch Honored My Son
*Tablet Magazine*, February 4, 2013

Viewing Palestinian statehood through the clear lens of morality
*The Times of Israel*, December 9, 2012

Nov. 29 and Palestinian Statehood
*The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles*, December 5, 2012
http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/110913/

In God We Trust, All Others Bring Evidence
*Forbes*, April 11, 2012

Work on Causality Causes Judea Pearl to Win Prize
http://blogs.wsj.com/digits/2012/03/15/work-on-causality-causes-judea-pearl-to-win-prize/?blog_id=100&post_id=24092

A Turing Award for Helping Make Computers Smarter
http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/03/15/a-turing-award-for-helping-make-computers-smarter/

Judea Pearl Wins ACM A.M. Turing Award for Contributions that Transformed Artificial Intelligence
The Association for Computing Machinery, March 15, 2012

Opinion: Moral Dimension of Palestinian Statehood
*The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles*, September 27, 2011
http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/96585/
Opinion: It’s Time for a Jewish Spring
The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles, September 14, 2011
http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/96070/

Obama’s dilemma — What Went Wrong and What Can be Fixed
The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles, June 7, 2011
http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/92929/

Words Matter — Obama’s Next Challenge
The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles, May 17, 2011
http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/92261/

Richard Holbrooke, Champion of Truth
The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles, December 22, 2010
http://jewishjournal.com/culture/lifestyle/obituaries/86237/

A later version:
A Champion of Truth
The Jerusalem Post, January 12, 2011

The David E. Rumelhart Prize
David E. Rumelhart Prize, December 27, 2010
http://rumelhartprize.org/?page_id=54

The Psychology Behind the Ground Zero Mosque
The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles, August 28, 2010
http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/82545/

Undercurrents Below the Ground Zero Mosque
The Jerusalem Post, August 28, 2010

UCLA’s Professor Judea Pearl Wins the Rumelhart Prize for His Leading Research in Artificial Intelligence and Reasoning Systems
PR Newswire, August 13, 2010

Jews of Discomfort
The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles, July 27, 2010
http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/81652/

Two Big Questions
Moment Magazine, May/June 2010
(page 44)

Judea Pearl, how do you explain the murder of your son Daniel to the child he never met?
Haaretz, May 20, 2010

Seeking Honesty in the Middle East
The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles, April 20, 2010
http://www.danielpearl.org/home/media/op-ed-archive/seeking-honesty-in-the-middle-east/
Roger Cohen’s Game With Israel
*The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles*, February 16, 2010
http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/judea_pearl/76716/

The Sweet Victimhood of Israel’s Maligners
*Tikkun*, Vol. 25, No. 1, January February 2010
http://www.danielpearl.org/home/media/op-ed-archive/the-sweet-victimhood-of-israels-maligners/

Airport Profiling, Statistics and Mistrust
*The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles*, January 19, 2010

The Miracles of November
*The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles*, November 25, 2009
http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/74489/

A later version:
Rosh Hashana, Yom Hadin and Guantanamo Bay,
*The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles*, September 16, 2009
http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/72652/

Netanyahu’s Latest Speech – Obama’s Next Opportunity
*The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles*, June 24, 2009
http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/71033/

Why Israelis Are Cool on the Obama Speech
*Common Ground News Service*, June 18, 2009
http://www.commongroundnews.org/article.php?id=25708&lan=en&sid=0&sp=0&isNew
(Earlier version appeared in the *The Wall Street Journal*, June 12, 2009)

The Crucible of UC Irvine
*The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles*, May 27, 2009
http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/70584/

Zionism: Essence versus Smear
*Los Angeles Times*, March 27, 2009

Our New Marranos
*The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles*, March 19, 2009
http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/69378/

Is Anti-Zionism Hate?
*Los Angeles Times*, March 15, 2009

Letters to the Editor: Professor misquoted in Israel article
*The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles*, March 8, 2009
http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/68709/

Dust Over Campus Life: UCLA at a Crossroad
*The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles*, February 18, 2009
http://dailybruin.com/2009/03/08/letters-editor/

Daniel Pearl and the Normalization of Evil
The Forgotten Miracle: Nov. 29, 1947
*The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles*, December 17, 2008
http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/67667/

For the Sake of Peace, Israel and Palestinians Should Apologize to Each Other
*Haaretz*, November 25, 2008

It’s Time for Words to Lead the Peace Process
*The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles*, November 19, 2008
http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/67181/

Early Zionists and Arabs
*Middle East Quarterly*, Fall 2008, pp. 67-71
http://www.meforum.org/article/2001

A Clash of Two Birthdays.
*The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles*, September 17, 2008
http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/66019/

Al-Jazeera and the Glorification of Barbarity
http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/65412/

Why Al Jazeera Owes an Apology

Viewpoint: The Down with Israel Syndrome
*Haaretz*, July 15, 2008

Israel at 60: A Five-Part Debate with an Anti-Israel Activist – Israel, starting from scratch
*Los Angeles Times*, May 16-18, 2008
http://www.latimes.com/la-op-dustup-may12-16,0,6919970.storygallery

Israel, starting from scratch
*Los Angeles Times*, May 12, 2008
Reprinted April 11, 2018, at the *Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles*

History Disproves Myth that Founding Zionists Were Naïve
http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/63540/

Right of Reply: Daniel Pearl’s Last Words
*The Jerusalem Post*, May 14, 2008

Paving the Path to Dialogue
*The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles*, April 18, 2008
http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/18458/

The Daniel Pearl Standard
The “Daniel Pearl Standard of Responsible Journalism”
*NPR Special Series, Blog of the Nation, January 30, 2008*
http://www.npr.org/sections/talk/2008/01/the_daniel_pearl_standard_of_r_1.html

Listen to Judea’s NPR interview (http://www.npr.org/tags/126946134/judea-pearl) related to this op-ed.

A Culture of Violence or a Cult of the Superficial
*The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles, January 17, 2008*
http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/judea_pearl/15967/culture-violence-cult-superficial/

Chanukah — The Pink Elephant of Annapolis
*The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles, December 20, 2007*
http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/judea_pearl/15868/channakah-pink-elephant-annapolis/

Saudi King’s Gift Should Fulfill ‘Contract with Humanity’
*The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles, November 23, 2007*
http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/15735/

In Quest for Meaning
*The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles, September 21, 2007*
http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/15427/

You Have The Right to Feel Offended
*The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles, August 16, 2007*
http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/15258/

Stemming the Tide of Terror
*Guardian Unlimited, July 6, 2007*
http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2007/jul/06/stemmingthetideofterror

Moral Relativism and A Mighty Heart
*The New Republic Online, July 3, 2007*
http://www.danielpearl.org/home/media/articles-and-news/archive/moral-relativism_070307/

On Science and Freedom
University of Toronto, June 21, 2007
http://www.danielpearl.org/home/media/articles-and-news/archive/on_science_062107/

Why “Peace Camps” do not Make Peace
*The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles, June 15, 2007*
http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/15010/

Tsunami of Hatred
*Houston Chronicle, May 5, 2007*

What Israel Means to Me: On her 59th Birthday
*The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles, April 26, 2007*
http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/14791/

Why do Homo Sapiens Recognize Israel’s Right to Exist?
*Los Angeles Times, March 27, 2007*

Benefits Bolster the Case for Reciprocity
*The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles, March 15, 2007*
http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/14595/

Peacemaking: The Refugees Issue
*The Saudi Gazette, February 13, 2007*
http://www.commongroundnews.org/article.php?id=20420&lan=en&sp=0
A Meaningful Peace Plan
_The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles_, February 9, 2007
http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/14406/

Palestinian Remarks Generate Cheer and Gloom
_The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles_, January 19, 2007

Al Jazeera: Another Perspective, or Jihad TV?

Shoah Denial Conference: Damage Assessment
_The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles_, December 29, 2006
http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/14234/

MIDEAST RELATIONS: After His Son’s Death, A New Life’s Work
_NewswEEK_, September 11, 2006

Future of Islam
_Front Page Magazine_, June 30, 2006
http://www.frontpagemagazine.com/Articles/ReadArticle.asp?ID=23193

The Postage Stamp Question: A Key to Peace in Palestine
_Nasseeb Vibes_, April 9, 2006

Ilan Halimi and the responsibility of society (English)
_Le monde_, March 30, 2006
http://www.danielpearl.org/home/media/articles-and-news/archive/ilan_halimi_033006/

Remembering Ilan Halimi (English)
_YNetNews.com_, March 19, 2006
http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-3229504,00.html

Remembrance, Vigilance and Beyond
Speech delivered at the UN, January 26, 2006
http://www.danielpearl.org/home/media/articles-and-news/archive/remembrance_vigilance_012606/

Carving the Path for Muslim-Jewish Dialogue
_Common Ground News Service_, Middle East, January 18, 2006
http://www.commongroundnews.org/article.php?sid=0&id=1367

Munich – Justice Must Be Done
_Los Angeles Times_, January 1, 2006
http://articles.latimes.com/2006/jan/01/opinion/oe-pearl01

Munich – Missing from the Script
_The Jerusalem Post_, December 24, 2005
http://www.jpost.com/Israel/Missing-from-the-script

Musharraf’s Missed Opportunity
_The Jerusalem Post_, September 27, 2005
http://www.danielpearl.org/home/media/articles-and-news/archive/musharrafs_missed_092705/

A Thought for Musharraf
_Forward_, September 16, 2005
American Fatwa Against Terrorism Falls Short
*The New Republic Online*, September 13, 2005
http://www.danielpearl.org/home/media/articles-and-news/archive/american_fatwa_091305/

Islam Struggles To Stake Out Its Position
*The New York Times*, July 20, 2005

Islam is a Weapon that can be Turned Against the Suicide Bombers
*The Sunday Times*, London, July 17, 2005

Dialogue of the Deaf
*The Jerusalem Post*, June 16, 2005
http://www.danielpearl.org/home/media/articles-and-news/archive/dialogue-of-the-deaf/

Formula Could Combat Racism
*The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles*, June 9, 2005
http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/11481/

Daniel Pearl’s Parents: Stop Exhibition Killings
*International Herald Tribune*, October 29, 2004
http://www.danielpearl.org/home/media/articles-and-news/archive/daniel-pearls-parents-stop-exhibition-killings/

How to Stop Barbarous Public Murders
*The Wall Street Journal*, October 8, 2004
http://www.danielpearl.org/home/media/articles-and-news/archive/letter-to-the-editor/

An Open Letter to the People of Italy
*Corriere Della Sera*, Italy, August 31, 2004
http://www.danielpearl.org/home/media/articles-and-news/archive/an_open_083104/

Across the Great Divide

Nicholas Berg
*The Wall Street Journal*, May 18, 2004
http://www.danielpearl.org/home/media/articles-and-news/archive/nicholas_berg_051804/

Dialogue as Revenge
*The Jerusalem Post*, Feb. 26, 2004
http://www.danielpearl.org/home/media/articles-and-news/archive/dialogue_as_022604/

Dialogue as a First Step Towards Understanding
*Philadelphia Inquirer*, January 18, 2004
http://www.danielpearl.org/home/media/articles-and-news/archive/a_dialogue_011804/

Continuing a Son’s Legacy
*Philadelphia Inquirer*, January 18, 2004
http://www.danielpearl.org/home/media/articles-and-news/archive/continuing_a_011804/

A Journey through Interfaith Dialogue
*Pittsburgh Gazette*, October 30, 2003
http://www.danielpearl.org/home/media/articles-and-news/archive/a_journey_103003/

This Tide of Madness
http://www.danielpearl.org/home/media/articles-and-news/archive/this_tide_022003/
Sense From Senselessness
*The Jewish Journal of Greater Los Angeles*, September 5, 2002
http://jewishjournal.com/opinion/personal_voice/6576/

Daniel Pearl: A Banner of Hope
*Sunday Times*, August 18, 2002
http://www.danielpearl.org/home/media/articles-and-news/archive/daniel_pearl_081802/

Turn Tragedy Into Opportunity: An open letter to the people of Pakistan
*The Wall Street Journal*, July 17, 2002
http://www.danielpearl.org/home/media/articles-and-news/archive/tragedy_into_071702/

Death Images Hide the Truth of Danny Pearl
*The New York Times*, June 18, 2002
http://www.nytimes.com/2002/06/18/opinion/18PEAR.html